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       The Impossible Return to Innocence is a modern fantasy that asks "What
if?". What if another  world existed beyond our own? One in which Native
American legends were true, but not the way we know them. What if you were
stolen into that world? Would you want to stay? Could you?

       Like many of us, the main character, Dominick, is running from the
problems in the known world by escaping into a place further than the expanse.
A realm out of reach for most. It is there that he will be forced to realize his own
brokenness as well as others.
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Editorial Review

Review
"It's surreal, toying with the edges of the bizarre, but with a clean, engaging style that brought me back to
reading The Chronicles of Narnia. I wholeheartedly recommend it, especially to fantasy lovers and young
readers." -K. Friberg

"As for The Impossible Return To Innocence, what a fantastic ride."

" I was drawn in and attached. I loved the characters, the relationships, and the growth."

"...[The] use of adjectives and word smithery are fabulous. I was running with Dominick in the first chapter."

" I can't wait to read the next installment. ...Loved it!"
                                                                                             - M. LeFevour

From the Author

      Every author has to start somewhere and for me it was here, in the Furtherland. I really want to bring you
into this place and show you the wonders it holds. Maybe you've somehow seen it before; Like a distant
memory in your childhood. Many of these ideas were the elaboration of things buried deep inside me that I
pulled out, layer by layer by layer. It's all there...

                   The absence of the mirror, not being able to see yourself for who you are...
                  Climbing up stairs that lead to nowhere... 
                  The unstable monster swinging from gentle natured to vicious...
                  Loving and chasing someone who is always out of reach... 
                  And especially, learning to forgive...

      That was me.

      There is a spiritual essence and meaning underneath all the flowery words that I pray connects with you.
My hope is that this story will steal you off to someplace new and teach you what you already know but
somehow forgot along the way.

From the Back Cover
After surviving a brutal attack when he was 12, the violence of mental illness taught Dominick a vital
lesson: never stop running.

Now 17, Dominick is pulled into a mystical world by an unknown force. There he must traverse the
foreign land and find his way home before being caught by the deathly stalker behind a fractured mask.

Is it real? Is this realm full of burning wind and lumbering monsters merely an echo of the horrors Dominick
faced in his childhood or has an exotic threat arisen? 

"J.D Clair tells a tale that enchants with the mythical thrill of Native American legend fused with modern



fantasy. This haunting adventure will cause you to love, hate, and strive for The Impossible Return to
Innocence."

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Daniel McCullough:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read satisfying if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold
on guys this kind of aren't like that. This The Impossible Return to Innocence book is readable by simply you
who hate the straight word style. You will find the facts here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience
without leaving possibly decrease the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer involving The
Impossible Return to Innocence content conveys the idea easily to understand by many people. The printed
and e-book are not different in the written content but it just different available as it. So , do you nonetheless
thinking The Impossible Return to Innocence is not loveable to be your top listing reading book?

William Hughes:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you have done when you have spare time, and then why you don't try point that really opposite from
that. One activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you already
been ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love The Impossible Return to Innocence, you may
enjoy both. It is fine combination right, you still need to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh can
occur its mind hangout guys. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its identified as reading friends.

Robert Lofton:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
much easier to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, paper, book, and
soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. Often the book that
recommended for your requirements is The Impossible Return to Innocence this publication consist a lot of
the information from the condition of this world now. This particular book was represented how does the
world has grown up. The dialect styles that writer use to explain it is easy to understand. The writer made
some exploration when he makes this book. Here is why this book suited all of you.

Judy Yelle:

That book can make you to feel relax. This book The Impossible Return to Innocence was colorful and of
course has pictures on the website. As we know that book The Impossible Return to Innocence has many
kinds or genre. Start from kids until youngsters. For example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and
think you are the character on there. Therefore not at all of book are make you bored, any it offers up you
feel happy, fun and loosen up. Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading that will.
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